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Voices & Views
Saprud Ruda is an 18-year-old first year student at Kapi?olani Community College.

Her hometown is Nuna, Chuuk, where she grew up happily. She eventually moved to Hawai?i last month to 
study Nursing here and is enjoying her new life here.

Ruda wishes to assist other people. She plans to continue her studies in the medical field and to become a 
doctor eventually.

?I came to get a better education,? Ruda said.

This is her first semester, and she is enjoying her studies in her English and Math courses. She primarily studies 
at home, but sometimes comes on campus to meet with her professor. After getting her associates degree, 
Ruda plans to further study.

?My dream is to become a doctor, go back to my hometown, and help my people,? Ruda said.

Ruda loves to sing during her free time and her favorite song is ?Turunufas? by Rindy & Richy Ft Mack.
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living there until moving to Hawai?i in 2001. He 
has worked as the associate vice president of 
Student Affairs at Hawai?i Pacific University and 
was the dean of Arts and Sciences over transfer 
programs at KCC. Additionally, Sasaki was a 
professor of ethnic studies and has experience 
in the classroom.

He said his leadership is based on humility and 
authenticity, and he emphasized that as a 
leader you cannot work with other people 
unless they can understand you.

?I?m very focused on team-building, on getting 
people on board, which means then that I use 
vulnerability and a willingness to get people to 
know me,? said Sasaki. ?I am who I am. It?s best 
to let people know who I am so we can best 
figure out how to work as a team.?

Sasaki said he viewed Covid as an experience to 
help people to focus on health, being well, and 
being safe in addition to adjusting to change.

?Writing policies to help students withdraw late 
and changing the contract with the union so 
that people could submit their tenure dossier 
late without any penalty to them was the right 
move,? Sasaki said. ?We pulled them off, and we 
did it really well. That is an innovation that I 
think can be carried forward because I now 
know that the flexibility is there. It is actually 
possible to do these things.?

To read about the other two chancellor finalists, 
Kendricks Hooker and Misaki Takabayashi, please 
to go to Page 2. 

To read what staff writer Cameron Enomoto's 
impressions were of the finalists after sitting 
through all four forums, please go to 
kapionews.com. 

Follow us! @thekapionews To read more, go to kapionews.com.

(Photo by Shawna Takaki)

With Chancellor Louise Pagotto retiring at the 
end of this year, the search for a new Kapi?olani 
Community College chancellor has found four 
finalists. On Thursday, all four candidates 
participated separately in an open forum held in 
?? hi?a 118 where they were able to share their 
backgrounds and answer questions from the 
audience. Each candidate was given an hour to 
speak, and the forum was open to the public. 
Videos of each candidate will be available on the 
KCC late on Friday.

campus is important to understand and maintain,? 
said Lee. ?I would make an effort to meet groups on 
campus, encourage honesty among staff, and 
provide platforms for students to share experiences 
as well.?

In the process of adjusting to life with Covid, Lee 
has stressed the importance of offering high-quality 
online instruction to students. Additionally, the 
increase in online presence has provided the 
opportunity for counselors to hold one-on-one 
sessions and open office hours for students to join 
if needed.

?It?s important to offer a greater amount of 
resources to our students,? said Lee. ?It?s our 
responsibility to provide the best education 
possible for our students.?

In response to being asked why she applied for the 
chancellor position, Lee said, ?I have never worked 
at KCC, but I know a lot of people who have gone 
here, I know a number of you who work here, and 
KCC is such a special place. I think for any of us who 
are finalists, it would be an honor to work here, to 
contribute here, and to add in some small way, 
shape, or form to the great work that is already 
being done here.?

Karen Lee: As the current 
interim chancellor at Honolulu 
Community College, and also a 
finalist for the chancellor 
position there, Lee has more 
than 29 years of higher 
education experience. She 
holds a Doctorate of Education 

in education leadership administration from the 
University of Southern California, a Master of 
Arts in higher education administration, and a 
Bachelor of Arts in mathematics from Columbia 
University in New York.

Lee identifies as being originally from Hawai?i 
despite being born in New Zealand. She 
completed elementary school in Hawai?i and 
moved to Cameroon for middle school before 
coming back to the United States for college. In 
her previous work experience Lee shared that 
while she has not been an instructional faculty 
member, she has given multiple presentations 
and talks in the classroom.

Her leadership philosophy and style are focused 
on advocating for professional development and 
positive morale in order to establish a unified 
vision and path forward.

?Establishing a listening ear and a culture on 

Char les Sasak i: Sasaki is 
currently the vice chancellor for 
academic affairs at Windward 
Community College and has over 
28 years of higher education 
experience. He has completed 
doctoral coursework in American 
studies at the University of 

Hawai'i at M?noa. Sasaki holds a Master of Arts in 
comparative culture from the University of 
California, Irvine and a Bachelor of Arts in history 
from the University of California, Riverside.

Sasaki?s family has been in Hawai?i for six 
generations and were originally immigrants from 
Japan. Sasaki was born in California and had been 



Kendr icks Hooker :With over 
20 years of higher education 
experience, Hooker is the 
current vice president of 
Academic Affairs at Southwest 
Tennessee Community College. 
He holds a Doctorate of 
Philosophy in urban higher 
education from Jackson State 
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his sleeves and becoming part of what is going on.

?I think that collaboration and having thought 
partners across the institution is important,? said 
Hooker. ?I think inclusion and feedback from many 
voices is so critical. At the same time, I believe that 
being chancellor speaks to my ability of being a 
transformative leader as well.?

 

experiences. She believes that she comes with 
relationships and the ability to attract new 
industry partners in state, nationally, and globally.

?When you can see beyond the horizon, the world 
gets bigger,? said Takabayashi. ?The sky lights up, 
and you can see opportunities that you couldn?t 
see before. I want to see Kapi?olani in the next 
phase where we?re truly rooted to O?ahu and with 
clear focus on our student success outcomes 
beyond our campus horizons.?

Takabayashi?s vision for KCC is structured upon 
combining and creating different approaches that 
pull from multiple strengths.

?What about trialing toward food sovereignty 
through Culinary Arts or combining sustainability 
sciences into Tourism and taking an 
interdisciplinary approach to support that 
important industry [tourism] for Hawai?i,? said 
Takabayashi. ?We cannot think linearly anymore. 
We need to be continuously investing, always, 
into the next generation.?

Each of the candidates discussed other topics like 
student life, mental health, fundraising, and the 
importance of being an indigenous-serving 
institution. Recordings of the final interviews and 
a link to the feedback form will be available 
Friday and will be posted through Oct. 18. Visit 
www.kapiolani.hawaii.edu/chancellor-search/ for 
more information.

Associate professor Kristie Malterre, one of the 
appointed search coordinators, said that Erika 
Lacro, the University of Hawai?i vice president for 
community colleges, will submit a final candidate 
to President David Lassner for approval. The final 
candidate is expected to be submitted sometime 
in November, and the new chancellor is expected 
to begin no later than Jan. 2, 2023.

BOSP Cont est  Aler t !

University in Mississippi, a Master of Business 
Administration from Bethel University in 
Tennessee, a Master of Science and Bachelor of 
Science in biology from Jackson State University, 
and an Associate of Arts in biology from 
Coahoma Community College in Mississippi.

Hooker is a former professor and said that it?s 
important to embrace challenges with integrity.

His motto in an executive leadership role is, ?To 
make sure that our marketing premise to our 
students reflects their academic journey.?

?We typically get students to come to our space, 
we get students to sit in that seat, and we 
promised them something,? Hooker said. ?So 
now it?s important for us to make sure that their 
academic journey is exactly what we promised 
them.?

As someone who is not from Hawai?i, Hooker 
said he believes that it is important for him to 
embrace the culture and learn more about it.

?This is my first time in Hawai?i, and I?m very 
excited,? said Hooker. ?I certainly know that I 
have transferable skills to work with any 
population, students, faculty, staff, and uphold 
their traditions and become a part of that.?

He said that his leadership is participatory. 
Hooker stated that he has no problem rolling up 

Misak i Takabayashi: Currently 
the associate vice president of 
graduate school at the Okinawa 
Institute of Science and 
Technology Graduate University 
in Japan, Takabayashi has more 
than 20 years of higher 
education experience with a 
Doctorate of Philosophy in 

in marine science from the University of 
Queensland in Australia, a Master of Science in 
biology and Bachelor of Science in biology from 
the University of Sydney in Australia, and an 
Associate of Applied Science in Hawaiian studies 
from Hawai?i Community College.

Born in Japan, Takabayashi grew up in Australia 
and has taught at the University of Hawai?i at Hilo.

?I bring to the table a unique combination of being 
firmly grounded in Hawai?i, but with perspectives, 
experiences, and opportunities from places you 
might consider to be from beyond the horizon,? 
said Takabayashi. ?I come from where you send 
your graduates to. I had lots of students at UH Hilo 
who came from Kapi?olani Community College. I 
know of what you do at Kapi?olani with your 
students that prepared them to succeed, and so 
they did.?

Additionally, Takabayashi stated that Asia and the 
Pacific continue to look to Hawai?i as the 
destination for quality education embedded in life 

The Board of Student Publications (BOSP) wants 
to hear what you are grateful for. We will be 
raffling off a Thanksgiving meal to the KCC 
student body. The submission deadline is 
November 15, 2022. We will email the randomly 
selected winners on how to pick up their meals 
before November 24th.  This meal can feed a 
family of about 4 to 6. To enter, we ask that you 
answer the following prompt in 100 to 250 words:

?What  are you t hank ful for  t h is year??

We are thankful for all of you, the students here at 
Kapi?olani Community College. The effort you put 
into your education has not gone unnoticed. 
BOSP wants to help you all k?lia i ka nu?u (strive 
for the summit). 

Please submit your entry here: 
http://go.hawaii.edu/2Hc or scan the QR code on 
the flyer. If you have any questions, please email 
us at kccbosp@hawaii.edu.
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Women's March attendees rally in front of the Hawaii State Capitol prior to the march. (Photo by Juri Dagio)  

?Julie? is a 30-year-old from Waikoloa Village on the Big Island who traveled 
to O?ahu on Saturday to make her voice heard. The woman, a woman who 
asked to remain anonymous, joined nearly 100 other abortion rights 
protesters in front of the state Capitol.

?I?m here because obviously, I strongly believe in this [abortion rights],? she 
said. ?I also had an abortion; I don?t think it?s right for anybody else to 
dictate what a woman or anybody should do with their bodies.?

Many waved signs while chanting ?Not the church, not the state, women 
will decide their fate? to indicate the start of the march. In support of the 
rally, many motorists honked their horns as they passed.

Asa Enriquez, a 14-year-old student from Mililani, proudly waved her sign in 
the street along with her father.

?This march is a form of solidarity,? she said. ?Everyone just deserves to 
have the rights with their own bodies, raising a child shouldn?t be forced on 
anyone.?

The organizer of Rise Up 4 Abortion Rights Hawai?i, Carolyn Hadfield, 80, 
who has been living in Hawai?i for 60 years, discussed the importance of 
standing up for abortion rights. While Hawai?i has legal abortions, Hadfield 
said that people don?t know where and how to access it safely. 

Abortion providers are only located in Honolulu, on Maui, and on the Hilo 
side of the Big Island. So, people who are located anywhere else have to 
travel in order to access abortion care.

Before abortions were legalized with the Roe v. Wade Supreme Court ruling 
in 1973, many women resorted to painful, dangerous procedures. Hadfield 
knew of a friend in the 1950s do just that.

?A young friend of mine thought she was pregnant by her father ?  she gave 
herself an abortion with a large stick causing her to bleed quite heavily,? 
Hadfield said. ?The trauma was there of what it means for women to not 
get an abortion.?

Due to financial hardships, Hadfield wasn?t able to attend college and also 
had several abortions after the birth of both of her children.

?I don?t think voting is enough, and it have to be in the streets; that is how 
all major rights for women have been won,? Hadfield said. ?In Mexico, in 
Venezuela, and in Colombia, all Catholic countries ?  they?ve won the rights 
to abortion through persistent, non-stop, sustained, non-violent protest in 
the streets.?

By 10:30 a.m., after the march ended, protesters gathered at the Capitol?s 
entrance for a discussion about abortion rights. The Supreme Court 
overturned Roe v. Wade on June 24, dismantling 50 years of protecting a 
woman?s right to abortion. 

Many marchers believe that people should fight for their rights ?  especially 
their right to their bodies.

?There are large numbers of people in the streets, pretty continuously, but 
they have to be in the millions for it to really be won,? Hadfield said. ?And 
so, I?m hoping that this march is a part of building sustained resistance 
across the United States.?

Protesters wave their signs in support of abortion rights in South Beretania Street. 
(Photo by Juri Dagio)

Suppor t ers of  Abor t ion Right s Gat her  in Honolulu

Supporters of legal abortion held signs with the faces of Supreme Court justices that 
said "fascist" during the Honolulu Pride parade on Oct. 15. (Photo by Cameron 
Enomoto)  
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Cameron Keith

Age: 20
Hometown: Santa Monica California
Major: Business

?I do jiu-jitsu at Ronn Shiraki Academy. I 
usually go 5-6 times a week for 2 hours 
each day.?

Zoey Nie

Age: 18
Hometown: Honolulu
Major: Nursing

?I would say TV, but I don?t want to be 
generic. I also like listening to lo-fi. Some 
artists I listen to are grentperez and Keshi.?

Kaimana Aganon-Lee

Age: 19
Hometown: Kaimuk?
Major: Liberal Arts

?I would say hanging out with friends. 
Talking to people helps me out.?
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What is your go-to stress reliever?
Originally published Oct. 19, 2022

(Word on the Street is a regular feature that asks the same question to multiple people in the KCC community.)

The Honolulu Pride Parade brought out supporters of the LGBTQ+ 
community in its first in-person celebration in three years. With more 
than 120 groups in the parade, the turnout was expected to be over 
8,000 people, according to Hawaii News Now. People of all ages 
celebrated and attended the Pride festival held at the Waik?k? Shell 
following the parade.

Jason Zhi, a 22-year-old student at UH M?noa, attended the Pride parade 
to support his LGBTQ+ friends.

?Even though I?m not part of the [LGBTQ+] community, I think it?s 
important to uplift their voices because often people overlook what they 
have to say,? Zhi said. ?I want my friends to know that their happiness 
matters to me and regardless of who they choose to love I will always be 
there for them.?

Zhi is from Kaup?, a remote town on the southeast side of Maui.

?Back home, there aren?t many opportunities for people to celebrate 
pride,? Zhi said. ?Just being here today is so empowering and everyone is 
filled with aloha.?

Mandy Williams, a 68-year-old Honolulu resident, also joined in the Pride 
celebrations with her son who is gay.

?To me, Pride means being proud of who you are and living every day 
with no regrets,? Williams said. ?When I was younger, gay people were 
always viewed differently and I hated that. 

"Why would you treat someone horribly if they love someone who?s the 
same sex as them? It doesn?t make sense to me.?

Her son, Robert Williams, shared his experiences after coming out as 
gay.

?There?s absolutely nothing wrong with being who you are,? the 
37-year-old Honolulu resident said. ?After I told my family I was gay, it 
was like there was this pressure lifted off of me. I was one of the 
fortunate ones who had a supportive group, but some people don?t have 
that. Gay rights still matter, and we need to take care of the litt le ones 
who are struggling with their identities.?

By Cam eron Enom ot o|  St af f  Wr it er
Originally published Oct. 17, 2022
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The parade also had a group supporting legalized abortions. Many of the 
participants in that group could be heard chanting, ?Down with the fascist 
Supreme Court.? Parade watchers cheered in agreement and took pictures of 
the signs attached to the vehicle.

?I?m so glad that they added this to the parade,? said Rika Tanimoto, a 
31-year-old tourist from Osaka, Japan. ?I see all in the news about banning 
abortions in the United States, and it makes me sad because women should 
decide for themselves. I think that this basic right is a good topic with pride.?

KCC will be celebrating Pride with a movie night on Thursday, Oct. 20. ?Love, 
Simon? will be playing at 5 p.m. in ?? hi?a Cafeteria. There is also a virtual Pride 
parade where students and staff can share an Instagram post about why they 
have pride or why they?re proud to be an ally. QR codes for the virtual parade 
can be found on the bulletin boards around campus. 

For additional information, contact BOSA at kccbosa@hawaii.edu.

Honolulu Pr ide Parade 

Celebrat es LGBTQ+ Com m unit y

Rainbow-colored balloons, costumes, and signs decorated the streets in honor of Pride 
at the Honolulu Pride Parade through Waik?k?. (Photo by Cameron Enomoto)
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